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Chairman Kilmer, Vice Chairman Timmons, Members of the Select Committee, thank you for
the opportunity to testify at this important and timely hearing.
I serve as counsel at Protect Democracy, a nonprofit working to prevent and respond to actions
that undermine our democratic system. We are thus acutely concerned with preventing abuses of
executive power.
A key component of that effort is ensuring Congress functions as an effective check on the
Executive Branch. That is why Protect Democracy has led a cross-ideological coalition to
support the Protecting Our Democracy Act, which includes provisions to strengthen lawmakers’
ability to secure documents and testimony and reassert Congress’s power of the purse, among
other provisions focused on reclaiming Congress’s Article I responsibilities and authorities. 1
Congress’s oversight authorities have been under assault for some time. Although the Trump
White House took the practice of refusing to comply with congressional inquiries farther than
any prior administration,2 Administrations of both parties frequently have refused to
accommodate congressional requests for information in good faith and worked to undermine
Congress’s institutional authority to enforce those requests. But the Executive Branch is not
solely to blame for the forces impeding legislative oversight. Congress, too, shares much of the
responsibility for the abdication of authorities and underinvestment in oversight capacity.
Today, I would like to cover three general areas of concern regarding opportunities for
strengthening congressional oversight capacity: mechanisms for securing information from the
Executive branch, including options for modernizing Congress’s subpoena compliance and
enforcement tools; consideration of a congressional Office of Legal Counsel, akin to the Justice
Department’s Office of Legal Counsel; and more efficient and appropriate access to sensitive
material by congressional staff.
The weakening of critical oversight mechanisms have steadily diminished Congress’s leverage
over the Executive Branch, leaving congressional oversight to happen largely on the President’s
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terms. This state of affairs undermines our constitutionally mandated system of checks and
balances. Protect Democracy therefore views the strengthening of Congress’s oversight capacity
as essential to the health and survival of our democratic system.
Securing Information
As Members of this committee know all too well, it is often precisely when the Executive
Branch is least likely to accommodate congressional requests that Congress is most in need of
information. Lawmakers rely not just on the use of subpoenas, but on the credible threat of
subpoena enforcement, to compel cooperation with requests for records and testimony from a
reluctant Executive Branch.
Traditionally, lawmakers have turned to robust enforcement options when necessary, including
Congress’s inherent contempt power and a statutory contempt procedure. Because these
enforcement tools generated political and material costs to noncompliance with congressional
requests, they served as effective incentives during negotiations with their executive
counterparts, encouraging officials to accommodate congressional access to pertinent
information in good faith. This is by and large no longer the case. As Congress’s inherent
contempt power fell into disuse, and the Justice Department declined to prosecute executive
officials for contempt of Congress as a matter of institutional policy, both enforcement options
became largely symbolic. The declining power of these two tools has led Congress in recent
years to pursue a third option—civil enforcement of its subpoenas through the courts—which has
proven to be neither timely nor effective.
Although Congress currently struggles to enforce its subpoenas against the Executive Branch,
this is not because it lacks the power to do so. Congress has at its disposal a robust constitutional
toolbox to compel cooperation with its requests, but those tools are in need of reform.
As I outline in greater detail below, Congress should strengthen its enforcement mechanisms
within each of the three frameworks for securing compliance: enforcement through its inherent
contempt power, through federal law enforcement, and through the courts. Specifically, the
Select Committee should consider proposals to modernize Congress’s inherent contempt power
by levying fines instead of deploying the sergeants-at-arms to detain contemnors; establish a
cause of action that expressly provides for the civil enforcement of House subpoenas; and
expedite judicial proceedings in the event that disputes over congressional subpoenas reach the
courts.
The Select Committee also should move forward with its prior recommendation to have the
Government Accountability Office (GAO) examine the viability of a Congressional Office of
Legal Counsel. That office could serve as a counterweight to the Justice Department’s Office of
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Legal Counsel (OLC), the opinions of which outline the legal basis for the Executive Branch’s
noncompliance with certain congressional requests and the Justice Department’s refusal to
enforce certain legislative subpoenas through the statutory contempt process. Creating a single
office to articulate Congress’s institutional prerogatives, and to issue opinions that respond to the
OLC positions often cited by the Executive Branch, could help strengthen Congress’s hand in
oversight disputes.
Finally, to minimize the informational disadvantage Congress confronts in its oversight of
executive operations, especially defense and national security programs, the Select Committee
should consider reforms to increase the number of congressional staff with access to Top
Secret/Sensitive Compartmented Information (TS/SCI) security clearances, along with adopting
a number of the excellent proposals regarding staff capacity, training, compensation, and
technology included in the Select Committee’s recommendations in the 116th Congress.3 At a
minimum, the Committee should recommend that the House pass a resolution allowing each
member of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence to hire a personal staffer with
a TS/SCI clearance, as their Senate counterparts may. But more broadly, the Committee should
consider the viability of allowing every member of Congress to designate one personal office
staffer to be cleared at the TS/SCI level. This would help ensure that members of Congress have
the staff support they need to understand and effectively oversee some of the federal
government’s most sensitive and consequential programs.
1. Subpoena Compliance and Enforcement
Before examining proposals to strengthen Congress’s subpoena compliance and enforcement
tools, it is worth dissecting the flaws in the current inherent and statutory contempt processes and
why civil litigation has proved to be an ineffective alternative.
Congress’s inherent contempt power enables either chamber to punish nonmembers for
obstructing its work. Historically, Congress did so by deploying the sergeants-at-arms to arrest
those individuals.4 Although the Supreme Court has repeatedly upheld the constitutionality of
inherent contempt and its enforcement,5 neither chamber has exercised that power and tried a
3
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contemnor before the bar of Congress since 1945.6 This was largely due to the cumbersome
nature of the process, which Congress itself has described as “time consuming,” and also given
the availability of a statutory contempt procedure as a practical alternative for lawmakers, which
had since 1857 served as complement to inherent contempt.7
In recent decades, OLC has argued that Congress may not use the inherent contempt power to
compel the testimony of Executive Branch officials who decline to cooperate because they are
complying with an assertion of executive privilege or a presidential directive not to testify.8 By
not contesting these arguments in practice, Congress has, in effect, acquiesced to them.
Congress’s second enforcement option—statutory contempt—is also today largely ineffective.
Congress passed the criminal contempt statute in 1857 as a complement to its inherent contempt
authority, which refers contempt citations to a U.S. attorney for prosecution.9 These referrals and
the threat of prosecution historically served as effective means of encouraging cooperation with
congressional requests, including among senior government officials.10 Indeed, the historical
record is clear that Congress intended the statute be used to compel compliance among executive
officials. But since the 1980s, the Justice Department has abandoned its obligation to enforce
contempt citations when they implicate Executive Branch officials.11 For instance, in 2008, the
House issued criminal contempt citations for Harriet Miers, President Bush’s former White
House Counsel, and Joshua Bolten, Bush’s White House Chief of Staff, for refusing to comply
with House Judiciary Committee subpoenas to testify and produce documents in an investigation
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into the firing of several U.S. Attorneys. 12 The criminal contempt statute directs congressional
citations to be referred “to the appropriate United States attorney, whose duty it shall be to bring
the matter before the grand jury for its action.”13 But the Justice Department, first under Bush
and then under President Obama, declined to impanel a grand jury to consider the contempt
citations. Instead, the department relied on more than three decades of OLC opinions to justify
its refusal to enforce the law.14
The Justice Department’s declinations to prosecute Executive Branch officials for contempt of
Congress—a federal crime—and lawmakers’ decisions not to resort to the vestigial process of
inherent contempt in its place, have forced the legislature to use an alternative and historically
novel means to enforce its subpoenas against executive officials: judicial enforcement. However,
the resulting lawsuits have neither proceeded quickly nor gone especially well for Congress.
Congress filed a civil action to enforce a subpoena against the Executive Branch for the first time
in 1973.15 The courts swiftly ruled for the Executive Branch.16 Congress did not initiate a second
civil suit for more than three decades.
The House Judiciary Committee’s 2008 effort to enforce its subpoena for the testimony of
Harriet Miers, President Bush’s former White House Counsel, kicked off the current period in
which civil litigation has become the default method of attempting to compel compliance with
congressional subpoenas.17 That lawsuit and subsequent litigation point to at least three
overarching challenges hampering civil enforcement. First, the slow pace of litigation prevents
Congress from gaining expedient access to the documents and testimony it needs.18 Second,
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unlike the Senate,19 the House has not enacted a statutory cause of action that expressly enables it
to seek judicial enforcement of its subpoenas. This has left thorny jurisdictional issues
unresolved, leaving courts greater room to decline to intervene.20 And finally, seeking judicial
intervention in disputes with the Executive Branch renders Congress vulnerable to courts ruling
against Congress’s institutional interests and expanding judicial power at the expense of
Congress. In essence, resorting to civil enforcement actions leaves the delineation and protection
of congressional interests to another branch of government when Congress is better suited and
constitutionally empowered to vindicate itself.21
The Supreme Court’s decision in Trump v. Mazars USA, LLP demonstrates these pitfalls.22
Although the court affirmed “Congress’s important interests in obtaining information through
appropriate inquiries,” it established a new, four-factor test for assessing the validity of
congressional subpoenas.23 This ensured additional rounds of judicial review in that and future
lawsuits, provided the Executive Branch with a new defense when contesting legislative
subpoenas, and increased Congress’s dependence on the courts to effectuate its powers.24
A. Judicial Enforcement: Strengthening Civil Actions
Congress’s current, and novel, default method of subpoena enforcement is civil litigation. In the
wake of the collapse of its two other longtime enforcement methods—congressional enforcement
through inherent contempt and Executive Branch enforcement through statutory
contempt—Congress has turned to the third branch: the judiciary.
Congressional lawsuits have encountered several major obstacles. These include the slow pace of
litigation, which allows noncompliant individuals to run out the investigative clock; the House’s
failure to enact an express cause of action empowering it to clearly seek judicial enforcement of
its subpoenas; and the now well-evidenced possibility that federal courts will rule in ways that
undermine Congress’s institutional interests and diminish congressional power. Although the
first two obstacles may be addressed through legislation, the third is a much more difficult nut to
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crack, and should generally caution against the overreliance on judicial intervention to vindicate
legislative authority.
As several cosponsors on the Select Committee already know, the Protecting Our Democracy
Act includes provisions to expedite the consideration of congressional subpoenas and create an
express cause of action for their enforcement.25 The expedited procedure outlined in the bill
requires an enforcement suit to be heard by a three-judge panel convened at the request of
Congress; the suit would be reviewable only by direct appeal to the Supreme Court.26 Protect
Democracy urges the Members of the Select Committee to support the enactment of these
measures.
While Congress should work to expand and sharpen its enforcement toolkit broadly, including
correcting for the deficiencies of civil litigation where possible, it should also be acutely aware
of each tool’s practical limits. For example, expediting consideration of civil actions may in
practice have a limited effect on quickening the pace of litigation, as disputes involving complex
(and often necessarily voluminous) requests for information and an array of privilege claims take
considerable time to parse. In Committee on Oversight and Government Reform v. Holder, even
when a court mandated compliance with the underlying subpoena and the “Justice Department
finally disgorged more than 10,000 documents originally withheld, totaling more than 64,000
pages,” it “took a special master over a year to pore through and address” the relevant privilege
claims before the documents could be delivered to the committee.27
Congress also assumes considerable risks in seeking judicial enforcement of its subpoenas,
namely precedential case law that diminishes congressional power. Indeed, in no case to date in
which a chamber of Congress has brought suit against the Executive Branch in order to enforce a
subpoena has the Judiciary unambiguously sided with Congress.
For example, the 2016 ruling that eventually mandated compliance in the “Fast and Furious”
case also, and for the first time, validated the Executive Branch’s underlying privilege claims
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as having a constitutional foundation.28 As the Congressional Research Service concluded,
despite the technical (albeit delayed) victory for Congress, “the court’s reasoning may affect
Congress’s ability to obtain similar documents from the executive branch” in the future.29 As
Senator Chuck Grassley reflected, the ruling may have been a victory for the House in practice,
but it gave the Executive Branch “a victory on the principle.”30
B. Congressional Enforcement: Modernizing Inherent Contempt
Congress’s past efforts to outsource enforcement of its subpoenas demonstrates the pressing need
for crafting an effective way for the legislature to vindicate its interests on its own. To improve
Congress’s ability to take effective action unilaterally, Congress should consider modernizing
enforcement of its inherent contempt power. It could do so by replacing the practice of deploying
the sergeant-at-arms to arrest contemnors with levying fines against them.
The Congressional Inherent Contempt Power Resolution, reintroduced last May, is one proposal
to that effect. This reform, which amends House Rule XI, would impose a schedule of monetary
penalties on an official whom the House has held in contempt and who has authority to effect
compliance with the subpoena at issue.31 To give bite to this proposal, the House would have to
establish a mechanism to implement it, such as directing the sergeant-at-arms or Office of
General Counsel to employ collection agencies if contemnors fail to pay the sum they have been
fined. But because the authority to levy penalties derives from a power inherent to Congress,
establishing such a mechanism would require a change only to House Rules, not new legislation.
The threat of monetary penalties and a clear mechanism for collecting them could establish a
material incentive among senior executive officials to negotiate with Congress and cooperate
with requests in good faith. Protect Democracy has joined with numerous organizations across
the ideological spectrum to support this enforcement option.32
To minimize the likelihood of partisan abuse of this enforcement mechanism, the House could
specify that only senior officials may be fined if held in contempt. In addition, Congress could
provide an express cause of action to allow contemnors to challenge in court the validity of the
congressional demands at issue in a subpoena, ensuring that a clear remedy exists if lawmakers
misuse this tool.
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Although untested, this modernization of Congress’s inherent contempt power would likely pass
constitutional muster. The Supreme Court has upheld Congress’s authority to enforce its
contempt power on a number of occasions.33 Whether Congress may impose fines to effectuate
that authority is less certain, as it never has attempted to do so. But support for that proposition
may be found in dicta.34 For instance, in Jurney v. MacCraken, the Supreme Court stated that
Congress’s inherent contempt power “is governed by the same principles as the power of the
judiciary to punish for contempt,”35 which includes the ability to levy fines. Indeed, the judicial
branch has long emphasized the importance of self-enforcement in this area. The Supreme Court
has asserted that “[c]ourts cannot be at the mercy of another Branch in deciding whether
[contempt] proceedings should be initiated; rather, it is “essential” that “the Judiciary has a
means to vindicate its own authority without complete dependence on other Branches.”36
Of course, modernizing only Congress’s inherent contempt power would likely be an insufficient
step toward increasing Executive Branch compliance with congressional subpoenas. Monetary
enforcement alone may fail to secure cooperation, as fines levied on a wealthy official may not
impose sufficient costs to change behavior. However, adopting the Congressional Inherent
Contempt Power Resolution would provide the legislature with an additional and meaningful
tool to vindicate its own oversight authority. And it would send a powerful signal that Congress
is committed to drawing on its own powers to defend its institutional prerogatives.
C. Executive Enforcement: Modernizing Statutory Contempt
Amending the statute criminalizing contempt of Congress may make congressional contempt
referrals a better complement to the legislature’s inherent contempt authority. Although the
House has held seven current and former Executive Branch officials in criminal contempt of
Congress since 2008,37 the Justice Department has determined in six of those instances not to
bring the matter before a grand jury,38 in contravention of the statute’s plain language and intent.
33
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Congress therefore requires a mechanism to ensure the law is faithfully executed, even when the
contemnor is an executive official.
The Congressional Research Service has summarized proposals previously introduced in
Congress that would statutorily amend the criminal contempt process to establish a procedure for
referring citations concerning executive officials to an independent counsel.39 The Select
Committee should consider these proposals as part of a comprehensive effort to sharpen
Congress’s subpoena enforcement tools.
For example, under these proposals, updated statutory language would allow an independent
counsel to make litigation and enforcement decisions pursuant to 2 U.S.C. §§ 192, 194, which
outline the criminal contempt of Congress process. Shifting enforcement decisions to an
independent attorney significantly more insulated from political pressure would address the
longstanding problem of U.S. attorneys facing “subtle and direct pressure” when the contemnor
is an executive official.40 The independent counsel would, of course, retain prosecutorial
discretion and could elect not to pursue charges against executive contemnors if those charges
were purely partisan in nature, thereby limiting the potential abuse of that tool.
Several options have been proposed for determining the independent counsel’s selection,
including a congressional request of appointment from a three-judge panel. This was the model
prescribed in the now-lapsed post-Watergate Independent Counsel Act, 41 which the Supreme
Court upheld in Morrison v. Olson.42 It is worth noting that the Independent Counsel Act faced
valid bipartisan criticisms for which Congress would have to account if it provides for an
independent counsel’s enforcement of contempt citations against executive officials. Chief
among those concerns was that the independent counsel’s jurisdiction was too broad.43 Congress
could address this concern by narrowly tailoring new statutory language to limit the independent
counsel’s remit only to the investigation and prosecution of contempt and efforts to obstruct that
work. And as with the ICA, 44 Congress could subject the independent counsel to the Attorney
General’s supervision and for-cause removal, subject to judicial review. As the Congressional
Research Service has counseled, “it would seem prudent to mirror the Independent Counsel
framework approved in Morrison, subject to some potential adjustments.”45
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However, this Committee should also be aware that any of these proposals may, today, be
unlikely to withstand scrutiny by the Supreme Court, at least as currently composed. In
particular, many commentators have observed that should Morrison be challenged today, the
high court would be unlikely to come to its defense. Indeed, after many decades of both
executive and judicial branch trimming of congressional authority, particularly on matters of
congressional oversight, there appears to be a pressing need for Congress to devise a method for
more clearly and forcefully articulating its constitutional prerogatives and responsibilities.
2. Establishing a Congressional Office of Legal Counsel
To aid Congress’s ability to assert and vindicate its institutional interests, the Select Committee
should move forward with its recommendation that GAO examine the “feasibility and
effectiveness” of a Congressional Office of Legal Counsel.46 Such an office could provide a
useful counterweight to the Justice Department’s OLC, which has issued the opinions supporting
the Executive Branch’s noncompliance with certain legislative requests for documents and
testimony and the Justice Department’s refusal to prosecute certain executive officials for
criminal contempt of Congress. Although this subject undoubtedly is worthy of further study, as
it has been the subject of limited scholarly inquiry, the creation of a Congressional Office of
Legal Counsel likely would present a number of constitutional and practical issues. I outline
some of these below.
Congress has weighed whether to establish a Congressional Office of Legal Counsel on several
prior occasions, including during extensive deliberations in the 1970s.47 Although the Senate
supported one such proposal and sought to include it in the Ethics in Government Act of 1978,
the House rejected the idea,48 fearing the joint office “would not reflect House preferences on
matters that divided the two chambers.”49 In lieu of a joint Office of the Congressional Legal
Counsel, the Senate created an Office of the Senate Legal Counsel to assert and defend its
interests in court, establishing this office and an express cause of action to enforce Senate
subpoenas via the Ethics in Government Act. 50 The House did not establish its Office of General
Counsel until 1992; it incorporated the Office into House Rules in 1993.51 These House and
Senate offices represent the institutional interests of their respective chambers to this day.
However, the narrow jurisdiction of those offices has left the legislative branch without a single
entity to champion its overarching institutional interests and opine on the scope of critical
46
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legislative authorities. The accretion over the years of OLC opinions that narrowly construe
Congress’s powers and offer expansive interpretations of executive authority evince the need for
a single congressional office capable of responding forcefully in kind.
As Congress examines whether to establish and how to structure such an office, it should keep
several things in mind. First, the Executive Branch has lodged a number of objections to earlier
legislative proposals to create a Congressional Office of Legal Counsel. One proposal, outlined
in the Separation of Powers Revitalization Act of 1975, would have created an office with the
power to defend and prosecute, and to intervene or appear as amicus in, certain civil suits
implicating the institutional interests of Congress.52 The Congressional Legal Counsel created in
the bill would have been jointly appointed by the President Pro Tempore of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House, pending the approval of the full House and Senate in a concurrent
resolution.53
OLC identified “substantial constitutional infirmities” in that proposal.54 First, it contended that
the appointment of the Congressional Legal Counsel must be subject to the Article II, Section 2,
Clause 2 of the Constitution because the Constitution provides no alternative process “for the
appointment of officers serving Congress as such rather than its components.”55 The opinion
notes that other joint congressional officers—including the Comptroller General (the head of
GAO), the Librarian of Congress, and the Public Printer (known now as the Director of the
Government Publishing Office)—are appointed precisely in this manner.56 OLC added that
because the Counsel would be subject to appointment by the President, she also would be subject
to the President’s removal.57
Second, OLC cast doubt on whether a single office should represent the interests of legislative
chambers designed by the framers to be separate. The opinion quotes James Madison,58 who
argued:
“In republican government, the legislative authority necessarily predominates.
The remedy for this inconveniency is to divide the legislature into different
branches; and to render them, by different modes of election and different
principles of action, as little connected with each other as the nature of their
52
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common functions and common dependence will admit…. [T]he weight of the
legislative authority requires that it should be thus divided….59
In short, OLC suggested that an Office of Congressional Legal Counsel may contravene the
framers’ intent to fragment legislative power by creating a bicameral body.
Despite these objections, history shows that it is possible to get executive signoff on a
Congressional Office of Legal Counsel. The Senate managed to do so in 1978, after modifying
its proposal “in certain aspects to meet all objections raised by the [Justice] Department.”60 A
detailed description of the resulting office (which the House ultimately refused to support) and
its proposed legal authorities can be found in Senate Report 95-170 (1978).61
The Select Committee should, however, take note of an additional concern. Although lawmakers
might intend a Congressional Office of Legal Counsel to represent the institutional interests of
the entire legislative branch, it may, in practice, end up highlighting the branch’s acute internal
divisions over key legal and constitutional questions.62 For instance, it seems not only possible
but likely that the Office of Senate Legal Counsel or the House Office of General Counsel may
contest opinions issued or positions taken by a Congressional Office of Legal Counsel where
those offices’ views of their chambers’ institutional interests differ. Given such
contestation—which likely would arise during the thorniest of legal, constitutional, and political
disputes—it is difficult to ascertain whether a court would consider Congress’s institutional
interests meaningfully clarified by the Congressional Office of Legal Counsel.
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These questions, the relevant legislative history, and the Justice Department’s objections to the
office are worth GAO’s close study, in accordance with the Select Committee’s recommendation
at the close of the 116th Congress.
3. Security Clearances for Congressional Staff
Although executive refusals to comply with legislative subpoenas offer the highest profile
examples of the challenges Congress faces in securing the information it needs to conduct
oversight, lawmakers face a second (self-imposed) challenge: strict limitations on the number of
congressional staff with access to high-level security clearances.
Both chambers restrict who may receive security clearances and the level of clearance particular
staff may receive. In the House, each member may have no more than two cleared staff in their
personal office; those individuals may receive only a Top Secret (TS) clearance and therefore
cannot access Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI).63 Senators are subject to identical
restrictions on personal staff clearances, unless they sit on the Armed Services, Foreign
Relations, or Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committees, or on the
Appropriations Subcommittees on Defense or State, Foreign Operations, and Related
Programs.64 Senators on those panels may employ an additional cleared staffer to assist with their
committee work.65 Although committee staff in both chambers may, at the request of committee
leadership, receive approval for a TS/SCI clearance,66 lawmakers on the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence (SSCI) enjoy a notable staffing advantage over their House
counterparts. Each SSCI member is afforded a “staff designee,” who is hired by, and serves at the
individual direction of, the member; may receive a TS/SCI clearance; and is paid by SSCI to
assist the member’s committee work.67
Members of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI) have decried that
they cannot also hire a personal, TS/SCI-cleared “staff designee”—emphasizing the “onerous
burden” the lack of such staffers places on members, who “are unable to have the assistance of
staff at the most crucial times.”68 Former Rep. Susan Davis, who sat on the House Armed
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Services Committee, similarly attested that the highly classified nature of certain aspects of
committee work and the tight restrictions on access to TS/SCI clearances meant that “there are
times when I cannot rely on… my personal office staff” to “conduct research for me… and act as
a sounding board.”69 Davis suggested that this undermined her ability to meet “the obligation to
keep abreast” of relevant issues.70
In short, the limited staff support lawmakers have at their disposal when dealing with highly
classified information severely impedes their capacity to conduct effective oversight of executive
defense and national security programs. Unlike lawmakers on other panels, members of
congressional national security committees are less able to lean on support from journalists or
civil society groups in their efforts to uncover misconduct or oversee the agencies in their
jurisdiction. As Rep. Adam Schiff, then the ranking member of HPSCI, explained in 2017:
“[B]ecause of the classified nature of the [Intelligence Community], we cannot rely on outside
interest groups to raise issues to our attention as other Committees can. We have to find them
ourselves—often from agencies very good at keeping secrets.”71 This underscores the need for
members to have personal staff cleared at a level that allows them to undertake the most
consequential, and therefore highly classified, oversight work.
To address this issue, the Select Committee should consider reforms aimed at increasing the
number of congressional staff with TS/SCI clearances. At a minimum, the Select Committee
should support a proposal to provide HPSCI members—like their SSCI counterparts—with
“staff designees,” cleared at the TS/SCI level, to support individual members’ committee work. 72
It appears that all the House must do to make this change is pass a resolution, as the Senate did
before it.73
Although this modest adjustment would put intelligence oversight in the House and Senate on
similar footing, it would make little dent in the broader lack of lawmaker access to personal staff
cleared at the TS/SCI level. Congress could take several further steps to address this problem. It
could permit members serving on committees handling defense and national security matters to
“designate one staffer at the TS/SCI level,” as Rep. Davis has proposed.74 But it also could allow
every member of Congress, regardless of their committee assignments, the option to designate
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one personal staffer to be cleared at the TS/SCI level.75 Each chamber could make these changes
individually and with only minor increases in annual appropriations to the legislative branch to
accommodate the costs associated with the security clearance process.76
This recommendation compliments many of the recommendations the Select Committee made
during the 116th Congress concerning staff capacity, training, and access to technologies that
would streamline oversight and make it more effective.77
Conclusion
Despite the challenges Congress faces in strengthening its oversight capacity, lawmakers have a
number of options at their disposal to vindicate the legislature’s clear constitutional authorities. It
is critical that Congress takes swift action to enact some of these proposals, particularly those
outlined in Titles IV and V of the Protecting Our Democracy Act, to ensure that the Article I
branch of government reclaims its position as a meaningful check on executive power.
I look forward to answering your questions.
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